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Summary: Various wave analysis techniques are numerically compared using steady waves generated by a Fourier method. The
sub-surface pressure data (such as would be acquired from a pressure transducer) is operated upon to derive water surface
elevation data. More traditional global and more recent local methods are presented with the local methods providing greater
accuracy over a wider range of wave and measurement conditions.
1. INTRODUCTION
An ongoing study in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering at Monash University is investigating the
measurement of waves using sub-surface pressure
transducers. In this paper results will be presented from early
numerical testing of various techniques using data generated
from Fenton's [1] steady wave method.
The first method to be tested is the 'traditional' linear spectral
method, utilising a transfer function (TF) derived from linear
wave theory, which has been in use for many years and is
known to have several important limitations. Debate on the
accuracy (and validity) of this method has been drawn out
and lively at times [2, 3]. More recently Kuo and Chiu [4]
have suggested an empirical TF as a substitute for the linear
one mentioned above.
A move to local time domain methods which act upon a short
(meaning less than one wavelength) segment of the pressure
data at each step has occurred since the beginning of the
1980's. Different techniques have been proposed by
Daemrich [5], Nielsen [6, 7, 8], Fenton [9] and Fenton and
Christian [10].
In this paper, the accuracy of the above methods (with the
exception of Daemrich's [5]) will be tested throughout the
region of possible water waves shown in Figure 1 (from
Fenton [11]). Daemrich's method is not discussed as it was
initially developed for manual analysis and Nielsen's initial
investigations [6] are an extension of the concept anyway.

pressure and fluid velocity will be measured simultaneously
and the applicability of the various methods will be tested.
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